Commercial Diving &
Underwater Construction

Construction Diving

21 Years

Construction Diving
Underwater Maintenance
Commercial Diving includes many different types of work. We carry a large range of tools
which run on air, water and hydraulic power. Removing mud and sand from the sea bed
can be achieved with an air lift or water dredge. Cutting of timber with our hydraulic saws.
Cutting of steel with hydraulic saws or BROCO thermic lance. Welding using DC welders
and BROCO welding torch. Underwater core drilling using our drill rigs and hydraulic
drills. Breaking of concrete using our hydraulic breaker and chisel. We also have
underwater grinders, impact guns, needle guns, and other tools, as well as a 5000psi
pressure washer. See the following pages for more information.
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Construction Diving
Contamination Diving
For many years we have offered contamination diving as a service to councils and
water authorities. Our teams have successfully worked in a range of environments
including sewerage treatment plants and pipes, recycled water, abattoir ponds,
and sewerage pipes and outfalls.

We dive in Abattoir ponds and Chemical
plants to retrieve lost aerator lines and
equipment. We use a full viking dry suit,
KM47 dive helmet, mated gloves, and
always a set for the diver, and another set
for the stand-by diver.
Sewerage diving is much the same as
above, using the same equipment. We
have retrieved aerators and pumps, as well
as making repairs to pump guides, fixing
blanks to flanges and wall penetrations, as
well as repairs to concrete.
Recycled water is another system where
we utilise our contamination diving suits, to
enter tanks, pipes and ponds. Where the
water is not fit for drinking or filling
swimming pools, our equipment protects
our divers from the exposure to any fluids.
Sewerage outfall inspections. We can offer
camera inspections of pipelines, and
structures, utilising our camera inspection
equipment, and dive contamination suits
where required.
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Construction Diving
Underwater Drilling & Fitting
Drilling underwater is possible using Air, Hydraulic and now battery drills. We have
a large range of drills, drill stands and drill bits for this work. Our divers are also
qualified riggers, capable of installing and securing products underwater in all
types of environments.

Drilling and securing fixtures with air drills
is perfect for small fasteners, or work in
potable water.

For larger drilled holes, we have hydraulic
drills made for coring, with adjustable drill
stands. We have used these to drill up to
one metre depth, and 200mm cores.

With chemical anchors, we can secure
structures like this 40 tonne steel baulk,
which endured flooding water and nearly a
year in place before removal at Hinze Dam.

Our divers can even build bag walls, such
as these Geotextile bags, for erosion or
pipe protection.
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Construction Diving
Pile Inspection & Repairs
We have been involved in the inspection and repairs to bridge, wharf and other
concrete piles, as well as cut and removal of timber piles. This can be by boat,
barge or land using our equipment. If you need to inspect bridges, we can also
erect scaffold for higher access by water.

In water inspections of columns, piers and
piles. We can inspect areas above and
under water, as well as cleaning marine
growth from the structure by hand ,
hydraulic tools, or with high pressure water.
We have set up platforms for work on piles
and columns, for safely moving around and
working for repairs to concrete.

Our boats can carry scaff decks for work or
inspections of higher bridges where ever
required, and the ability to move around the
structure quickly and easily.

Repairs to concrete and timber can be
made with pile jackets, or smaller patch
repairs. We also have carried out denso
wrapping and pile sleeves.
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Construction Diving
Pipe Cleaning & Repairs
Pipes require maintenance, and if they are in the water, we can help. Our teams
have experience with pipe pigging, flushing, clearing intakes in the dry or
underwater. We have also replaced valves, blanked pipes, replaced screens, and
used pipe clamps or wraps for repairs. If the pipe is only partially in the water, we
can also install plugs or blanking plates as a temporary seal for land repairs.
Pipe Pigging. We can cover the whole job,
or just the water side. We have designed
and run systems for pipe pigging up to 500
metres, and recovered pigs on the ocean
side. For larger pipes, we have also dived
inside, and cleaned by pumping sediment.
Intake Cleaning. When intakes block up or
need a clean, we can access in the water
and either pump out, or carry out the
maintenance under water.

Screens. We regularly clean screens and
carry out maintenance in many locations.
Some we have replaced with new HDPE
flanged screens, offering far greater
service life, and less overall maintenance.

Repairs - can include many things, but we
have dived up to 200 metres inside pipes,
cleaned, inspected, and made repairs. Our
ROV is perfect for video inspections, or we
also offer a diver camera. In some cases
we can also plug the pipe, for repairs to be
carried out downstream on land.
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Reservoir Maintenance
ROV Inspections
Waters Marine owns and operates a Pro 4 Video Ray ROV. Our ROV is controlled from a Panasonic
tough - book computer allowing all the video captured to be copied to a thumb drive, and passed on to you
on- site. Photos can be taken while recording video. We can even attach our front manipulator arm, which
is capable of retrieving small items, or attaching probes and other devices. The high intensity lights are fully
adjustable, and images can be switched from the tilting front colour camera, and the rear colour camera.
Most popular ROV in the world. The Video
Ray ROV.
Depth Rated to 300 metres
Two high quality cameras
Speed 4.2 knots
Tethered surface control
Our ROV is easily deployed, and can be
operated from a vehicle or a small boat.
The power is supplied by our Honda 2KVA
generator

ROV's are good for keeping an eye on the
divers working, and seeing what they see.
In the future this footage can be used for
setting similar tasks again, or reviewing
past work.

Assets underwater can be filmed and
compared to past videos to ascertain wear
and the rate of any degradation.

See actual recorded footage on our Website Gallery Page
www.watersmarine.com.au/Gallery.html
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Construction Diving
Underwater Cutting
Underwater Cutting by Broco, and welding with Broco welding equipment. We
have qualified welders available for welding and cutting work. We also have
available torches and welding hand pieces and all the equipment ready for this
work. The equipment is very similar to above water, and uses a diesel welding unit
for power, but we reverse the polarity, and use a knife switch to isolate the power.
Hydraulic drill, with core bits, mounted to a
custom drill stand for underwater work. We
have successfully drilled over 1 metre deep
holes with this stand.

Underwater Cutting. For cutting steel
underwater, Broco will get the job done
quick. Similar to welding, the torch strikes
an arc, and with the help of oxygen the
consumable rod cuts through fast.

To power the cutting or welding torch, we
use a large diesel engine welder. Normal
welding leads are used, but the polarity is
reversed, and a knife switch to isolate the
power.

We have boats and barges available, all in
survey as work boats, to get to the job.
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Construction Diving
Underwater Dredging and Airlifting
There are basically three ways to move material on the sea bed (river bed, or dam
bed). We can use water power as a venturi, a pump direct for suction, or air as a
venturi lift.

Water Venturi Dredge, fed by a small
firefighter pump.

Underwater Dredging using a pump
above the diver, and the diver simply
moves the hose by hand.

AirLift - Air Venturi fed
by a large compressor.

Sediment curtains supplied and installed to
contain sediment spoil, and for pipe works.
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